
Editor’s Note: Virtual Edition on Climate History 

 On December 12, 2015, members of the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC) approved by consensus the Paris Agreement, which aims “to 

strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change, in the context of sustainable 

development and efforts to eradicate poverty.” To be binding, at least fifty-five of the 197 parties 

to the Convention must sign and deposit their instruments of ratification with the UN by April 

21, 2017. If this minimum number of signatories is reached, and as long as their combined 

greenhouse gas emissions account for at least 55 percent of total global emissions, the agreement 

will enter into force in 2020.
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 The Paris Agreement is the latest in a series of international attempts to slow the rate and 

mitigate the social, economic, and ecological effects of anthropogenic climate change.
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 As we 

might expect, it has been both praised and criticized: it symbolizes unprecedented “collective 

political will” to battle a global threat; it is “durable and dynamic but has fallen short on being 

fully fair and responsive”; it’s a “fraud, … worthless words, … no action, just promises.” The 

last reaction came from noted climate scientist Jim Hansen, formerly of NASA, who has been at 

the center of the climate change discussion since at least the 1980s. Hansen suggested in an 

interview with The Guardian that the Paris Agreement likely will fail to reach its goals unless 

emissions taxes (he prefers the term “fees”) are levied against all major emitters.
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 Hansen’s critique hits on a major problem with climate proposals and debates: they focus 

on the science, but fail to properly account for human behavior. Admittedly, the social and 

economic implications of continuing the current energy regime are well understood: global 

temperatures will continue to rise, impoverished peoples will be hardest hit by the rise in sea 



levels and the potential challenges to food production, and those with the financial means will be 

most able to adapt. Predicting what could happen only gets us so far, however.  

 Climate historians can and do help to fill this gap in our understanding. Climate change is 

not a new phenomenon, even if human-caused warming is, and the ways people explained and 

adapted to changing conditions in the past must be integrated into our study and planning. 

Placing human behavior at the center of the issue provides necessary context for the science and 

improves our chances of making real change. 

 This virtual issue of Environmental History showcases some of the excellent work 

historians, geographers, and other specialists in the humanities and social sciences are doing on 

climate. The issue begins with Paul Sabin’s call for integrating historians into discussions about 

climate and energy. It then turns to the recent Forum edited by Mark Carey and Philip Garone, 

“Climate Change and Environmental History,” and to a selection of articles that examine how 

people in the past explained climate change through concepts of sin (Barnett); how changing 

climatic conditions influenced colonial expansion and imperial decline (Hodge, Mikhail, and 

Gergis, Garden and Fenby); how artists have portrayed and analyzed global warming 

(Dunaway); and how history can influence forest management decisions in the face of climate 

change (Langston). The issue concludes with Joshua Howe’s Gallery on the most iconic graph of 

anthropogenic climate change, the Keeling Curve. Separately and together, these articles make a 

compelling case for asking historians to the table when the main goal is figuring out humanity’s 

role in climate change. 
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